
COURT OF MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS TRIBUNAL
KAMRUP :: GUWAHATI

Present :- 
Paran Kumar Phukan
Member, MACT 
Kamrup, Guwahati

MAC Case No. 1700/04

Mr Tezrul Hussain
Representative by his wife, Khatiza Begum .. Claimant

- VS-
1 Md Azim Ahmed

(Owner of the vehicle no. AS-01/H-2088)

2 Sri Biren Hazarika
(Driver of the above vehicle)

3 United India Insurance Co Ltd
(Insurer of the above vehicle) .. Opposite Parties 

Advocate for the claimant : Dr Sandeep Singh, Mr N Munwar 
        Advocate for the OP No. 3 : Mr R K Bhatra 

Date of hearing argument   : 05-10-12
Date of judgment                  : 16-11-12

J U D G M E N T

This claim case has arisen out of a petition filed by the claimant, Mr 

Tezrul  Hussain  through  his  wife,  Mrs  Khatiza  Begum,  praying  for 

compensation for the injury sustained by him in a motor vehicle accident 

which occurred on 06.06.04 involving vehicle  No.  AS-01/H-2088 which 

was insured with United India Insurance Co Ltd.  

Case of the claimant in brief is that on the fateful day at about 8.15 

PM, while the claimant, Mr Tezrul Hussain, was travelling in the vehicle no. 

AS-25/A-2844  (Ambassador  car)  which  was  proceeding  from Bokakhat 

towards Guwahati side, then suddenly a Tourist bus bearing no. AS-01/H-

2088 which was coming from the opposite direction and driven in a rash 

and negligent manner, knocked down the ambassador car from front side 

and as a result of the accident he sustained grievous injuries.
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The offending vehicle was owned by Md Azim Ahmed, driven by Sri 

Biren  Hazarika  (OP  No.  2)  and  insured  with  OP  No.  3,  United  India 

Insurance Co Ltd, and all of them were made parties in the case. 

OP No. 2, the driver of the offending vehicle, did not participate in 

the proceeding and the case proceeded ex-parte against him. 

The insurer, Opposite party No. 3, in its written statement, besides 

raising formal pleas like maintainability, mis-joinder of parties, cause of 

action etc denied all the averment of the petition and stated inter-alia that 

the amount of compensation claimed by the claimant is highly exorbitant 

and without  any basis.  The insurance company declined to  accept  the 

liability if there was violation of policy conditions or if the driver did not 

have valid and effective driving licence at the time of accident. 

On the basis of the pleadings, the following issues were framed for 

adjudication :-

1 Whether  the  accident  caused  on  06.06.04  at  about  8.15  PM  at 
Hatimura,  on 37 NH Way, under  Khetri  PS,  due to rash and negligent 
driving of the driver of the vehicle no. AS-01/H-2088 , as a result of which 
the injured/claimant, Mr Tezrul Hussain, sustained injuries on their person 
?

2 Whether the claimant is  entitled for compensation as claimed for 
and from whom it may be recoverable and to what extent ?

The claimant examined himself and Dr P K Padmapati as PW-2 and 

proved some documents. The contesting opposite party has not adduced 

any evidence.

I have heard argument for both the sides, perused the evidences 

and documents and upon consideration of the same the issues are decided 

as under :-

ISSUE NO. 1

The  claimant  has  averred  in  the  petition  and  also  stated  in  his 

evidence that on 06-06-04 while he was traveling in the vehicle bearing 

no. AS-25/A-2844 (Ambassador car) which was proceeding from Bokakhat 

towards Guwahati side, then suddenly a Tourist Bus bearing No. AS-01/H-
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2088,  driven  in  a  rash  and  negligent  manner,  knocked  down  the 

ambassador car from front side at Hatimura on the National Highway 37, 

as a result he sustained grievous injuries. Due to accident he sustained 

multiple haemorrhage cerebral contusions, fracture ® patella and tibia ®. 

Immediately after the accident he was taken to GMC Hospital and was 

discharged  on  29.08.04  (06.06.04  to  29.08.04).  But  he  has  not  fully 

recovered. In support of the oral evidence the claimant has proved the 

accident information report being Ex-1, discharge certificate Ex-2, medical 

reports Ex-3 series, prescriptions and advice slips as Ex-4 series, Ex-5(1) 

to Ex-5(150) are medical vouchers, cash-memos, disability certificate as 

Ex-6, salary certificates Ex-7(1) & Ex-7(2) and certified copy of charge-

sheet  Ex-8.  The  evidence  of  the  claimant  as  regards  the  claimant 

sustaining injury in the accident involving the offending vehicle has not 

been  disputed.  PW-2  the  doctor  who  examined  the  claimant  also 

supported  the  version  of  the  claimant  and  he  proved  the  disability 

certificate  and  testified  that  the  claimant  suffered  40%  permanent 

disability.

It has been pleaded by the Insurance company that the Ambassador 

car  in  which  the  claimant  was  traveling  was  also  responsible  for  the 

accident  but no evidence has been adduced by the company to prove 

contributory or composite negligence. Opposite parties have not adduced 

any rebuttal evidence. In view  of the above evidence of the claimant side 

and in absence of any contrary evidence from the other side, there can be 

no escape from conclusion that the accident causing injury to the claimant 

took place due to fault of the offending vehicle. Thus, the oral evidence of 

the claimant  coupled with the  documentary evidence mentioned above 

establishes  that  the  claimant  sustained  injury  in  the  motor  vehicle 

accident  involving  the  offending  vehicle  No.  AS-01/H-2088,  which  was 

driven  in  rash  and  negligent  manner.  That  the  offending  vehicle  was 

insured with the opposite party United India Insurance Co Ltd, is not in 

dispute. Hence this issue is decided in favour of the claimant. 

ISSUE NO. 2

In  view  of  the  discussion  and  decision  of  the  foregoing  issue, 

claimant is certainly entitled to compensation. Claimant has stated that 
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due to the accident he sustained grievous injury and spent more than Rs 

3,50,000/-  for  treatment.  But  he  has  submitted  vouchers  for  Rs 

3,07,228/- and proved various medical documents being Ex-2 as well as 

Ex-3,  Ex-4,  Ex-5  series.  The  medical  documents  transpire  that  the 

claimant sustained multiple haemorrhage cerebral contusion, fracture ® 

tibia and fracture patella. The medical expenses documents proved by the 

claimant,  which  remained  unshaken,  transpires  that  approximately  an 

amount of Rs 3,07,228/- was spent for treatment.  Dr.  P.  K Padmapati 

(PW-2) deposed that the claimant had total permanent disability 40% and 

proved a disability certificate as Ex-6. The doctor stated in his evidence 

that on examination he found that claimant was having deformity of right 

knee  & muscular  weakness,  pain  and  restriction  of  all  movements  for 

same joint following fracture tibia and patella®. Claimant proved disability 

certificate  as  Ex-6.  In  view  of  the  nature  of  injury  sustained  by  the 

claimant it is not difficult to understand that the earning capacity of the 

claimant has been certainly got affected. Evidence of the claimant is that 

he was serving as Lance Nayak in Assam Tea Plantation Security Force. He 

could  not  resume  his  duties  for  24  months  and  after  that  he  was 

discharged from his service as he was found physically unfit for duties. Ex-

7 (1 & 2) are salary certificate and discharge certificate. As per Ex-7(1) he 

was getting Rs 2760/- per month. After accident he could not go out of his 

house. Thus having considered the evidence and materials available on 

record, as discussed here in before, the percentage of disability, affecting 

the earning capacity of the claimant is assessed at 25% with regard to his 

whole body although it is shown as 40% in Ex-6 certificate of PW-2, Dr P 

K Padmapati. 

Age of the claimant was 36 yeas as apparent from the Ex-7(1). The 

claimant  deposed that  monthly  earning was Rs  5000/-,  but  the salary 

certificate shows that at the relevant time he as getting Rs 2760/- per 

month  and  he  was  getting  some  other  benefits  such  as  free  ration, 

cooking fuel etc. Moreover Ex-7(1) transpires that there was scope for him 

to be promoted to the rank of Inspector and there was future prospect. It 

is  not  difficult  to  understand that  the accidental  injuries  rendered  him 

useless as a security personnel and there is no livelihood of getting other 

job. Considering all  aspects,  his monthly income for computing loss of 
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earning due to injury  is  taken as Rs 3000/-  and annual  income of  Rs 

36,000/-. With the above income and applying multiplier of 15 (age being 

36-40 years), total loss of earning due to disability of 25%, comes to Rs 

1,35,000/- (25% of 36,000 x15). The claimant is also entitled to some 

amount  as  non-pecuniary  damages  on  account  of  pain,  shock  and 

suffering, besides the pecuniary loss. Thus, having considered the nature 

of injury sustained by the claimant and medical expenditure incurred there 

for and the facts and circumstances of the case, this tribunal is inclined to 

assess the just and reasonable compensation, to which the claimant would 

be entitled in the instant case as under :-  

                
Medical expenses : Rs 3,07,228.00
Pain and suffering : 1,00,000.00 
Loss of amenities of life : 50,000.00
Loss of income due to disability : 1,35,000.00
Incidental expenses like transporta-
tion, Spl food, cost of attendant,
nursing etc. : 15,000  .00    

                                 Total   : Rs 6,07,228.00

The amount is rounded off to Rs 6,07,000/-

Since  the  opposite  party  No.  3 was the  insurer  of  the  offending 

vehicle, it is liable to pay the compensation. These issues are accordingly 

decided in favour of the claimant.  

  
A W A R D

        
       Rs 6,07,000/- (Rupees six lakh seven thousand) is awarded with 

interest @ 6% p.a. from the date of filing the claim petition, 04.08.04, till 

payment. The OP No. 3, United India Insurance Co Ltd, is directed to pay 

the award within one month from the date of order. 

Given  under  my  hand  &  seal  of  this  Court  on  this  16th  day  of 

November 2012.

(P K Phukan)
Member

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal
Kamrup, Guwahati
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